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Chelsea outclass 
Porto as pressure 
eases on Mourino

LONDON: Jose Mourinho’s Chelsea turned from domestic
whipping boys back to European stalwarts on Wednesday,
beating his former club Porto 2-0 to top Champions League
Group G. A 12th-minute own goal which rebounded off Ivan
Marcano under pressure from Diego Costa and a well-
worked second-half strike from Brazilian Willian ensured vic-
tory for the struggling English champions and sent Porto into
the Europa League.

Chelsea, cheered by a beaming owner Roman
Abramovich, looked a completely different team from the
one that has slumped to eight domestic defeats in 15 league
games, including four at home. The result took the pressure
off Mourinho after intense speculation that the coach, who
has won the Champions League with both Porto and Inter
Milan, might lose his job if Chelsea failed to qualify for the
knockout stages.

Saturday’s 1-0 capitulation at home to promoted
Bournemouth and Wednesday’s lively and assured perform-
ance at the same ground were a Jekyll and Hyde transforma-
tion. Chelsea looked composed from the start and when
Belgian forward Eden Hazard served Costa a perfectly-
weighted pass in the 12th minute, Iker Casillas in the Porto
goal could only parry the Spain striker’s shot.

The ball rebounded off Porto defender Marcano and into
the goal. Chelsea began to play with more freedom and it
paid off when a speedy passing move between Costa and
Hazard in the 52nd minute found Brazilian Willian, who
cracked a shot inside the near post beyond the diving
Casillas. With Dynamo Kiev winning in the group’s other
game, Porto needed to attack and Thibaut Courtois had to
keep out strikes from Yacine Brahimi and Cristian Tello.

Turning point
A relieved crowd celebrated a possible turning point in a

turbulent season by chanting Mourinho’s name. Mourinho’s
future has been the subject of speculation after his team, so
masterly last season, slumped to 14th in the Premier league
and look unlikely to reach the top four and a Champions
League place for next season.

But the players showed their old passing precision and
defensive solidity to tame a Porto side who have lost only
one game this season-to Dynamo Kiev in the Champions
League last month. The Portuguese team tested Courtois but
the keeper and his defense held firm in a way they have
failed to do in the Premier League.

Chelsea grew in stature as time ran out for the Portuguese,
who looked short of the form they showed when they beat
the London side 2-1 in Portugal in September. Costa, top scor-
er last season but serially embroiled in controversy this sea-
son, earned a yellow card for stepping on Casillas early in the
first half. But he then proved a constant threat, testing Porto’s
experienced Spanish goalkeeper to re-ignite a rivalry dating
from their time at opposing Madrid sides Real and Atletico.
Oscar had a clipped shot expertly saved by Casillas and
Hazard hit the post with 10 minutes to go as Chelsea sought a
third goal. —Reuters 

ATHENS: Olivier Giroud grabbed a superb hat-trick as
Arsenal crushed Olympiakos Piraeus 3-0 to book their spot
in the Champions League’s last 16 with a classy demolition
job that ended the hopes of their Greek opponents on
Wednesday.

With Arsenal needing an emphatic victory to make it out
of Group F, France forward Giroud produced a high-calibre
display to ensure the English club finished second, level on
nine points with Olympiakos, but ahead by virtue of their
better head-to-head record.

Giroud opened the scoring in Greece with a powerful
header in the first half, doubled Arsenal’s advantage with a
calm left-footed finish quickly after the restart and rounded
off a superb individual display with a penalty. The victory
completed a remarkable turnaround in fortunes for Arsenal
who lost three of their first four games of the campaign
and needed to win by any result other than 1-0 or 2-1 in
their decisive group clash to finish second behind group
winners Bayern Munich.

“I told you before that it would be the greatest escape,”
Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger said. “I must say I’m very
proud of the team as we had to be right on the mental and
tactical side.”

In what was a straight shootout for the second spot in
the group at the Georgios Karaiskakis stadium, Giroud
opened the scoring with a stooping header from Aaron
Ramsey’s cross just before the half-hour.

Olympiakos responded to going behind positively, how-
ever, and finished the first half stronger. Felipe Pardo’s
cross was deflected over by Laurent Koscielny and Arthur

Masuaku tested Arsenal keeper Petr Cech with a long-
range drive.

Gunners extend record 
Arsenal grabbed the vital second goal shortly after the

restart as Giroud benefitted from Joel Campbell’s trickery to
latch onto the Costa Rica forward’s neat pass and side-foot
past Olympiakos keeper Roberto four minutes after half-
time. While Arsenal controlled possession, they looked vul-
nerable at times on the break and the hosts almost hit back
immediately. An unmarked Manuel Da Costa headed a cor-
ner straight at Cech, who shortly afterwards made a superb
flying save to deny the impressive Kostas Fortounis. Any
hope of a comeback from the hosts though was extin-
guished when Italian referee Nicola Rizzoli awarded a
penalty against Omar Elabdellaoui for handling Nacho
Monreal’s shot, with Giroud sending Roberto the wrong
way from the spot.

The win preserved Arsenal’s superb record in the
Champions League, having now qualified for the competi-
tion’s second stage for the 16th time in succession.
Olympiakos coach Marco Silva was understandably deflated
but gracious in defeat. “We were eliminated simply because
Arsenal were better; they showed their level tonight and we
just couldn’t make it despite a massive effort,” said the 38-
year-old, whose side will now play in the continent’s second
tier Europa League. “Our fans should be proud though... the
team gave all they had and it’s significant that we were in
with a chance of qualifying for the second stage in the last
round of group matches.”  —Reuters

Giroud treble inspires 
Arsenal to last 16

ATHENS: Arsenal’s French forward Olivier Giroud (center) celebrates scoring 0-3 with teammates during the
UEFA Champions League Group F football match between Olympiacos and Arsenal at the Georgios
Karaiskakis Stadium in Piraeus. —AFP

LONDON: Chelsea’s Brazilian midfielder Willian cele-
brates scoring their second goal during the UEFA
Champions League Group G football match between
Chelsea and Porto at Stamford Bridge. —AFP


